Pt cruiser headlight replacement
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assemblies that contain all the headlight and turn-signal bulbs, as opposed to some larger
models that may have additional housings for things like fog lights. If one of the headlight
assemblies is cracked, broken or otherwise damaged, you need to remove it for replacement.
You need to access the assembly from underneath the car, which can be a bit challenging given
the car's low clearance. Installing the assembly is the reverse of removal. Raise the front end of
the car and support it on jack stands, then remove the front wheel next to the headlight you are
going to remove. Remove the fender-well splash shield for the wheel you just removed,
unscrewing its fasteners with a flare-nut wrench. Open the hood and remove the four bolts at
the top edge of the radiator grille using the wrench. Pull the grille out of the car body and pull its
locating tabs out of the body to remove the grille. Remove the three fasteners connecting the
bumper to the fender to open up more space for the headlight housing. You may also need to
remove at least one of the bumper-to-radiator crossmember bolts with a wrench. Unscrew and
remove the retaining nuts for the headlight housing; the nuts are accessible in the fender well.
Detach the housing, pull it out of the car and disconnect the bulb electrical connectors. Step 1
Raise the front end of the car and support it on jack stands, then remove the front wheel next to
the headlight you are going to remove. Step 2 Remove the fender-well splash shield for the
wheel you just removed, unscrewing its fasteners with a flare-nut wrench. Step 3 Open the hood
and remove the four bolts at the top edge of the radiator grille using the wrench. Step 4 Remove
the three fasteners connecting the bumper to the fender to open up more space for the
headlight housing. Step 5 Unscrew and remove the retaining nuts for the headlight housing; the
nuts are accessible in the fender well. Rotate the bulb holder counterclockwise and pull it out of
the housing. You can remove a headlight bulb without removing the housing from the body.
Raise the car and remove the wheel as described above, detach and rotate the access panel
from the fender well. You can now rotate the bulb holder, pull it out of the housing and
disconnect the electrical connector. Floor jack Jack stands Wrenches. Lake Ford helped make
these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in your Chrysler PT Cruiser.
Changing both headlight bulbs on your PT Cruiser at the same time will allow both bulbs to
have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the
bulb on the opposite side. In some Chryslers, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight
and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the
same bulb and vise versa. Some Chryslers have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes
referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even
if the battery is disconnected. If your PT Cruiser has this type of bulb, we do not recommend
that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your PT Cruiser, it is
important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your
fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of
the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Odd electrical problems that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine
fuse - check and change yours here! One of the easiest fluids to top off - learn how to open the
hood and where the reservoir is on your car. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have never
been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
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Verified Purchase. First, the quality of the units was good. Shipping was good. After they were
installed for the third time they looked great. However, by default they are aimed WAY too high.
Maybe it was just my car '05 GT convertible , but my car has not been in any accidents and both
left and right headlights were off identically. On top of this, Chrysler did a crappy job
engineering the headlights, so after installation you can only do a horizontal adjustment, not
vertical. There actually is a vertical adjustment on the rear of the unit original and this
replacement , but once the headlight is installed the screw is inaccessible. So after installing
them three times to get the adjustment right, I recommend these steps: - The car has to be
jacked up to replace the headlights. If the aim of the old headlights was good, mark the where
the beam center is on the wall after jacking and before removing the old lights. This is your
rough reference and will work with as little as 4' of distance to the wall. If it is too high, fix it
before putting the car back together. You can take it out and use the set screw on the back. If
that doesn't do enough adjustment not even close in my case you can add washers to the top
mounting studs. I used a set of pliers and removed the top two mounting screws from the

plastic body, added three washers to the top only, and reinstalled the mounting screws. Then
reinstalled the headlight in the car. That plus the set screw got me the adjustment I needed. In
my opinion full removal of the bumper was easier. I had jack stands and was doing both sides at
once though. Install the high beam bulb before installing the new housing into the car. Good
luck. I found these to be a very suitable replacement for the OEM headlights at much less of a
cost. As recommended in other reviews here, I did set aside about 4 hours for the job. Please
read the other reviews here for various tips. I did, however, need to pull it down farther than I
expected in order to get the lights in and out, but again, I did not need to take the bumper all the
way off. I must say a few words about the adjustment. Don't bother buying the TorX till you
know for sure you will need it. The hole for the screwdriver is on the bottom of the installed
light, towards the outside. Pretty much under the seam where the headlight ends and the turn
signal indicator begins. I found that getting the screwdriver in was a little tricky. You have to
aim somewhat inward, and not straight back. So imagine that you want to adjust the drivers side
headlight. As you put the screwdriver in, have the screwdriver pointed at that imaginary donut
and you should hit the adjustment screw. It takes several twists of the adjustment screw to see
any movement, so be patient, they WILL start to move. When you need to adjust the passengers
side, then aim the screwdriver at the donut sitting on the driver's side rear tire as you slide it in,
and you should hit the screw. One other thing: Back to the installation - while you have the
passenger's side fender well off, you will finally see the lame puny horn that comes with this
vehicle. You might as well have an Extra Loud Low Tone horn available to swap out. Someone
cuts in front of you and they will think there is a pound Cadillac Eldorado is bearing down on
them out of nowhere! I bought this pair to replace the hazy headlights on my PT Cruiser my
mechanic calls the haziness "cataracts. After the installation was complete, the left turn signal
indicator in the car was constantly lit when the headlights were turned on and the signal didn't
work with the headlights off everything worked fine. My mechanic said there is commonly a
problem in after market headlights with feedback or shorts, so he looked into it and found that a
bulb had been mashed into its socket such that it was causing two wires to contact each other.
He was able to quickly figure this out and everything works fine now. I'm not sure I would've
been able to figure it out myself so I'm glad I paid him to install them and troubleshoot. So, I
guess, buyer beware you may end up with something similar with your purchase and if you DIY,
you may spend some time trying to figure out the problem. No obvious adjustment and one light
is low. Overall I am better off, but I have worked on cars all my life. This would be a tough one
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